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versal by about 16'C, in contrast to the Te-Se
alloy mentioned above, for which the reversal
temperature was apparently lowered about O'C.

The impurity concentration of the taro samples
of Fig. 1, as determined from the Hall coeffi-
cient R at 77'K and the approximate formula
R=1/pe (/=carrier density, e=1.6x10 '9 cou-
lomb), is 7.2x10' carriers/cm' for sample 1
and 2.2x10" carriers/cm' for sample 2. In
addition, the upper reversal temperature for a
third sample with p =7.2 x10"was found to occur
at 4S8'K and this demonstrates the shift of the
upper reversal temperature with impurity con-
centration. Long" has computed that the hydro-
static pressure used in this experiment causes
the energy gap to decrease by 0.032 ev, and this
in turn is responsible both for the decrease in
the lower reversal temperature which he re-
ported and for the decrease in Hall coefficient
with pressure in the region below the "cross-
over" point at about 217'C on both pairs of
curves in the present experiment. However, the
cause of the upper reversal shift still remains
unknown.
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An attempt to explain the neutron-proton mass
difference by introducing in the divergent inte-

grals of the second-order electromagnetic self-
mass a fundamental length has been made by
Feynman and Speisman. ' They show that the
proton can in fact turn out lighter than the neu-
tron, in spite of its electrostatic energy, if the
anomalous moments of the nucleons are intro-
duced in the interaction and the integrals are
cut off at sufficiently high energy. Since then it
has been realized. that the electromagnetic self-
masses of the nucleons might be finite even in a
microscopic causal theory if the electromagnetic
form factors vanish sufficiently rapidly at high
momenta, as indicated by certain consistency
requirements. With this assumption Wick and
Sorensen' have attempted a calculation of the
nucleon mass difference on the basis of a formal-
ism developed by Low. ~ Their calculation yields
a negative result, giving a proton heavier than
the neutron. No direct comparison can, however,
be made between the two calculations. In FS the
relativistic Born approximation to the self-energy
is used, while WS are essentially led to a Born
approximation formula with form factors, in
which only positive-energy states are kept.

For this reason we have re-examined the pro-
blem by using as a basis the expression of the
Compton scattering amplitude derived with a dis-
persion relation approach. The single-nucleon
contribution is in our case simply the FS expres-
sion with their arbitrary cutoffs replaced by the
electromagnetic form factors of the nucleons.
We find that the mass difference that one obtains
by extrapolating at high momenta the experimen-
tal form factors is wrong in sign and in magni-
tude. The reason is that the radii of the experi-
mental distributions correspond to cutoffs con-
siderably lower than those used in FS. We also
find that the correct mass difference can be ob-
tained, from the single-nucleon contribution and
without contradicting the Stanford data, with a
rather pathological neutron charge distribution,
concentrated at small distances. ' It may well be,
on the other hand, that the main effect comes
from the many-particle intermediate states.

We start, as in FS, with the expression:

(P'IS, IP) = -i5m(2&)'5(P-P )u(P')u(P)

=la(i-)')J~. ..(()), ())

where

y(k)=ifd xe *SIT(i (-,'x), j&(--',x))lp), (2)

with j&(z) the Heisenberg current operator. In-
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stead of inserting directly in (2) a set of ingoing
states in order to evaluate the current-ordered
product, we consider the retarded amplitude for
Compton scattering of virtual photons given by

zkx

from which (I))(k) can be easily obtained. It is
known from the work on Compton scattering of
real photons' that one can write

M&„-g,.u(P )I&„('&u(P)M")(v, ~'), (4)

where I»'~' are a set of gauge-invariant tensors
formed with the y matrices and three of the four
momenta involved, and A' the conventional in-
variant energy and momentum transfer. ' From
causality one has for the scalar amplitudes:

Re M'»(v, ~')
lmM")(v', bP)„,

( ) ( )
V V

V+ ~ Vq

with P„(v) a polynomial in v. There is one set

I»'~) such that the single-nucleon contribution
to ImM'~' gives for M' ' the relativistic Born
approximation for Compton scattering from nu-
cleons with the experimental magnetic moments.
For this choice there are reasons to believe'
that the polynomial P~(v) is absent in (5).

We take the same attitude for virtual photons
and use relations (5) without polynomial also in
our case. Then, even without writing the invar-
iants explicitly, we can immediately write the
one-nucleon contribution M

MqP"=Q
(p' Ij I P-k)(P kl j Ip-)

P, V

2M v+ 0'-ie

(P' Ij I P+ k)(P+ k Ij IP)
V

-2Mv+k' +iC , (6)

where the sum is on the spins of the intermediate
nucleon state. By using the well-known expres-
sions for the matrix elements of the current,
one obtains

(k) silk)I[e=k(k )y&+,ikk' (k )v&P ] y[ek~(k )y& ikE (k )o&y-ky]+ (k—k)Iu(k). (y)-2pk+ k'

Equation (7) gives for the self energy exactly the
FS expression with their arbitrary cutoff func-
tions replaced by the form factors E,(k'), E,(k'),
while the calculation in (3) obtained for (t) (k) an
expression in which the invariant denominators
of Eq. (7) were replaced by those corresponding
to positive-energy intermediate states only.

If one uses for the form factors the exponen-
tials suggested by the experimental data of Hof-
stadter &Op &&

(P)(k&) y' (P)(kn) Z of)(k2) &4/(&2+kn)2

If the bulk of the effect is to be explained by the
single-nucleon term one must introduce form
factors with important contributions from high
mass values in the spectral function. Inserting
the spectral representation for the form factors,
one finds for the electromagnetic self-mass of a
nucleon, neutron or proton (in units of the nu-
cleon mass)

1
[Lu 2P4s (2P) La21

Z &")(k') =0 (6)
where

with a' = 37.5p, ', the mass difference turns out
to be

~=5m'- |]m p~

= -0.30 (1/1377]) M = -0.66 Mev,

instead of the experimental value Mexp +& 2
Mev. No possibility seems to exist of obtaining
even the right sign of ~ if one uses extrapola-
tions to high values of k' with one-parameter
functions determined from the experimental data
at low values of k', even allowing for the ex-
perimental errors in the mean square radii.

L"=w dm'dm "(m' - m") '
U

& pf (m') pj(m~) [f;j(m') - f~j(m")]. (10)

p is the nucleon anomalous magnetic moment and
p, (m'), p, (m') are the spectral functions for the
charge and magnetic moment, respectively, as
defined by Chew et al. ,

'~ and

f»(m') = -2 [&m'inm'+ (1+—,'m')(4-m')M)(m')],

f»(m') = ~2 [2m'inm'+m~(4-m') so(m')],

f22(m ) =-'[-2m +2m'(3+~m3)lnm'

+ (4+ ~m )m (4-m2)gg(m')],
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with

to(m') = [m'(4-m')] ~'arctan[m '(4-m')] '
for m'&4

= [m'(m'-4)]-~*in-,'[m+ (m'-4)"]

for m'&4.

We have tried a model in which only the neutron
charge spectral function has contributions from
high mass values. " With E, '~', E, '~', and E, '
as in (8) and E, ' given by

(Ã)(p2) 6(d 4/2/(p2 + ~2)2

which corresponds to a charge distribution of
the form e ~~/r - aloe ~~ and which is consistent
with the Stanford data for a&2.2X10 M, we find,
for e equal to its upper limit, the right ~ for
+=10M. The high value of + raises, however,
the question of the importance of the many-par-
ticle states. Conversely, if many-particle states
are important, it seems that they should also be
important in the spectral representations of the
form factors and again give rise to distributions
highly concentrated at small distances. '~
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The electron-neutrino angular correlation
coefficient for the beta decay of Ne" as meas-
ured by Ridley' represents the most serious ex-
perimental disagreement w ith the presently ac-
cepted vector and axial-vector interpretation of
beta decay. On the assumption that the decay of
Ne" is a Gamow- Teller transition, the angular
correlation coefficient X will be+3 or -3 corres-
ponding, respectively, to the tensor or axial-
vector interactions. Ridley obtained the value X
=-0.05+0.10 which implies a mixture of T and A
in comparable strength. We have re-evaluated
the angular correlation coefficient in the decay
of Ne~s using the same technique previously em-
ployed' ~ to measure the angular correlations of
Ne', A", and He'. Our experimental result, X
= -0.37 ~ 0.04, indicates that the axial-vector in-


